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Abstract 

This article explains the Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) between EU and 
Kosovo, as one of the fi rst agreement which was signed by EU with Kosovo in the process of 
EU membership, which opened the door to a clear European integration perspective. The SAA 
as an important document for the Western Balkan countries which are part of the Stabilization 
and Association Process, is presented as a “guide” for candidate and potential candidate 
countries (such as the case of Kosovo with potential candidate country status), within ten 
years period of time (as foreseen in the agreement) to fulfi ll all the criteria for joining the 
European Union. However, as a result of the diff erence from other countries, Kosovo was the 
last signatory of this agreement, and with some specifi c specifi cations because of the relations 
currently existing between European Union and Kosovo. The SAA for Kosovo is distinguished 
for some specifi c specifi cations which diff er from those of other countries in the region. Among 
its major distinguishing specifi c it is the EU`s approach to political status because it refl ects 
its common position with the Union. In this case, the EU has not only managed to establish a 
common position, but most of the member states (23 of the total 28) that Kosovo recognized as 
an independent state had to be convinced (5 member states of them) about the neutral att itude 
towards its political status. However, the European Union has found a solution in order for 
Kosovo to be part of the Stabilization and Association Process, like of all other Western Balkan 
countries. The inclusion of Kosovo was made possible aft er the agreement was reached for 
regional and international participation through the use of asterisks with footnote.This is a 
solution that the European Union has begun to apply where it refers to Kosovo. This approach 
is used in order to interpret the issue of political status form member states to be interpreted 
based on their att itudes. This is the best evidence that the common European Union policy, 
above all, is a composition of the individual stand of the governments of member states. This 
paper will outline some specifi cs that are specifi c to the SAA case for Kosovo unlike other 
countries in the region. 

Keywords: Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA), European Union (EU), Kosovo, 
Stabilization and Association Process, membership. 

Introduction 

Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) is one contract which regulates the 
relation between EU and Kosovo, mainly regarding the European integration process 
in general. This agreement regulates Kosovo`s political, legal and economic relations 
with regarding to EU membership. But especially in the case of Kosovo this agreement 
is of special importance, because: fi rst it is the only linking agreement because the EU 
in the Stabilization and Association Process only countries can be accepted and not 
other political entities. As already announced, this agreement has been challenged 
by countries that hold a negative att itude to the issue of political status (well, do not 
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recognize it independence of Kosovo). And second is reaching agreement as one of the 
most important documents of Kosovo institutions for preparing for EU membership. 
Kosovo because of its past under EU international administration (Resolution 
12/44/99, UNSC) could not have been represented itself in the Stabilization and 
Association Process, the EU process for involving the Western Balkan countries. 
Unlike other Western Balkan countries, Kosovo is a special case of relations with 
the EU. This is also manifested by its SAA itself which shows that EU institutions do 
not have a homogeneous att itude towards their political status as participations in 
common positions are: individual offi  cials, members of the European Commission, 
European Parliament, ministers of government of EU member states and other EU 
offi  cers (Calligaro, 2013, 5). Kosovo is the last country to have concluded the cycle of 
such agreement (SAA) within the Stabilization and Association Process. However, it 
was not enough just by reaching an agreement such as the SAA for the membership 
of these countries and Kosovo to the EU, as it is expected to once again make their 
future clearer at a summit as expected during the time of the Bulgarian presidency 
in the fi rst half of 2018. Aft er the entry into force of the agreement between Kosovo 
and EU, other steps also are: full implementation of the SAA, submission of the 
application for obtaining candidate country status, the starting of negotiations and 
their opening chapters, as well as possible accession as a member state – the fi nal 
act of membership. Kosovo has achieved a special SAA, based on its comparison 
and analysis with the SAAs of other Western Balkan countries. Therefore it can be 
asserted that due to the oversight process and under the SAA review, as a specifi c 
agreement, Kosovo case does not guarantee to access to EU membership, because of 
some phrases called, such as: `should objectives circumstances so permit`. However, 
this agreement is a good option also for opening up the possibility of stretching 
international subjectivity in Europe. 

The beginning of the European integration process in Kosovo

In the European Council of Lisbon in 2000 it was claimed that the European Union`s 
strategic priorities are the Western Balkan countries, and saying that the region, the 
stability and prosperity of Southeast European and the full potential integration of 
these countries is the EU`s interest (Lisbon European Council, 2000, III). This meeting 
of the Council also confi rmed the EU engagement in Kosovo through UN Security 
Council Resolution 1244 for the achievement of its objectives. The prospects for these 
countries have been announced at the European Council of Santa Maria da Feira on 
19 and 20 June 2000 (Santa Maria da Feira European Council, 2000, I.D.). Whereas 
what is later explained at the Zagreb Summit of 2000 is the process of European 
integration, which was launched through the Stabilization and Association Process. 
In Zagreb Summit of 2000 which is invited under the idea of France (European 
Council Conclusion, 2000, 75), the prospective of the Western Balkan countries was 
fi nally made clear that their future is full integration into the European Union. The 
summit was att ended by all Western Balkan countries, such as Albania, Croatia, 
Macedonia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, representatives of the former Yugoslavia, and the 
Special Representative of the UN Secretary General (SRSG) in Kosovo. In this summit 
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is the fi rst time Kosovo participations through its representative which Kosovo 
participates through its representative under UN Resolution 1244, regarding the 
process of possible integration into the European Union. The Thessaloniki Summit of 
2003 provided a support to the process through the Thessaloniki Agenda. Inclusion 
of Kosovo directly in the Stabilization and Association Process, it was initially 
impossible due to the international presence and role of UNMIK as was the SRSG 
which represented Kosovo in international relations. In 2005, through a statement, 
the European Commission expressed a European future for Kosovo. Kosovo aft er that 
had no solution to its political status, could not start the Stabilization and Association 
Process like other countries in the region. This process has been developed by the 
EU through a parallel mechanism or as it is called the “Stabilization and Association 
Process Tracking Mechanism”. This mechanism was not to replace the Stabilization 
and Association Process, but it was intended to include Kosovo in aid programs or 
as we known as pre-accession assistance programs or IPA funds program, in order 
for Kosovo to benefi t from this assistance from the EU. Kosovo in this period of 
time had a lack there was an adequate lack of treatment as a place as a result of the 
special status enjoyed under UN international administration, respectively UNMIK 
(Resolution 12/44/99, UNSC). The two possible treatments that could be used in the 
case of Kosovo were: The fi rst, its treatment within the former Yugoslavia, but that 
that now was dismantled and no more existed, also because Montenegro has declared 
its independence, through a referendum organization in 2006, thus ultimately ending 
the existence of Yugoslavia. And secondly, it is Kosovo`s status in the period of 
international administration under UN Resolution. While Kosovo`s declaration of 
independence on 17 February 2008 (Kosovo also had been overseen for three years), 
aft er several rounds of talks to resolve its political status with UN mediation, the 
end came without consent of both parties, and especially of the part of Serbia. This 
is the period of return of the “normal” in the Stabilization and association process 
for Kosovo. In September 2012, the European Commission has realized feasibility 
study for the Stabilization and Association Agreement between the EU and Kosovo. 
In the same year, Kosovo also started the fi rst SAA negotiations, a process that for 
the fi rst time opened a clear European integration perspective for Kosovo. It was 
not clear enough how will the EU approach regarding to Kosovo due to the views of 
some member states on the issue of Kosovo`s declaration of independence. If the 28 
EU member states (with UK until 2017), the independence of Kosovo has not been 
recognized just by fi ve of them, such as Spain, Romania, Slovakia, Greece and Cyprus. 
Kosovo process of negotiating the SAA with the EU has been completed relatively 
quickly, its signature has been postponed for a certain period of time. On July 25, 
2014, aft er the agreement was reached were decided the initials, while the formal 
signing took place on October 27, 2015 in Strasbourg. And which eventually came 
into force between the two parties, EU of the one part, and Kosovo of the other part, 
on April 1, 2016. This delay of the signing of the SAA of Kosovo was characterized 
by two problems in two sides, from the EU of the one part due to the determination 
of the procedures for its adoption. This agreement (SAA) by EU institutions has been 
approved only by the European Parliament, and not as in other cases of Western 
Balkan countries where the SAA has been ratifi ed by all the member states, one 
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aft er one. Also delays in this process were the result of problems caused by Kosovo 
institutions due to the political crises that ruled aft er the 2014 parliamentary elections, 
and because of the impossibility crating state institutions aft er the election results, 
mainly from parliamentary political parties. 

Stabilization and Association Agreement for Kosovo, as an important agreement

The Stabilization and Association Agreement, between the EU and Kosovo, is a 
relationship which established between two sides, through which they establish 
mutual relations, and in particular by opening up to Kosovo a unique path and 
perspective towards of the membership in the European Union in the future. 

Table 1.The process of Kosovo towards join the European Union
Nr. Fazes Years
1. SAP Tracking Mechanism 06.11.2003
2. Feasibility study 10.10.2010
3. Initiating of the SAA negotiations 28.10.2013
4. Putting the initials 25.07.2014

5. Signature of SAA 27.10.2015

6. Entry into force of the SAA 01.04.2016

7. Full implementation of the SAA 2026 (+5)

Based on this table it is seen that the Stabilization and Association Process in case 
of Kosovo is far behind any other countries in the region of the Western Balkans. 
This delay is the refl ection of some unusual EU positions, or rather to say diff erent 
statements by some of the member states about the political status of Kosovo. 
The SAA as an important agreement and part of the Stabilization and Association 
Process for the Western Balkan countries, although it opens up the integration 
perspective, is not the only guarantor of their membership in the EU. This region, the 
Western Balkan generally known as a `Balkan issue`, is still a `European question` 
(Rupkin, 2011, 17). So the question is more real if so all Western Balkan countries can 
be included in the framework of EU membership.
The SAA for Kosovo, unlike the other SAAs of the Western Balkan countries, 
characterizes some specifi c specifi cations, such as:  
• Negotiation and ratifi cation of the SAA;
• Use with Kosovo name footnote and some other phrases (such as the question of 

possible membership in the European Union); and
• Full implementation of the SAA. 

Negotiation and ratifi cation of the SAA

As seen in the table above, the process of Kosovo in EU membership is a process 
that has been development at a later stage in the Western Balkan region. While 
other countries this process has started naturally and according to the Stabilization 
and Association Process, Kosovo due to its political status it took nearly ten years 
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to go through a Tracking Mechanism of the Stabilization and Association Process 
and which has seen, has not replaced the regular European Integration process. The 
European Union, due to its lack of internal unity over the recognition of Kosovo 
aft er the declaration of its independence has found a temporary “road” for solving 
this issue, as well as Kosovo`s involvement in the European integration process. The 
SAA negotiations started in 2013, and ended in 2014. The Kosovo Government had 
established a negotiating team to negotiate the SAA (Government Decision, No. 
06/117) with the EU. According to the Government decision, the negotiating team 
consisted of: the Ministry of European Integration (which presiding) and members, as 
are the Ministry of Foreign Aff airs, Justice, Trade and Industry, Finance, Agriculture, 
Forestry and Rural Development, and Economy Development. While the Secretary 
General of the Ministry of European Integration (Government Decision, 2013 No. 
06/117, Article 2) was secretariat of the team. This Kosovo negotiating team has held 
several meeting with EU representatives (respectively, were held three join meetings: 
on 28 October 2013, 27 November 2013 and 2 May 2014) regarding the negotiation of 
the SAA. 

Use with Kosovo name footnote and some other phrases (such as the question of 
possible membership in the European Union)

The EU has agreed with Kosovo regarding the use of the word by using an asterisk 
with a footnote, which was originally the result of an agreement between Kosovo and 
Serbia regarding Kosovo`s participation and representation in regional initiatives. 
However, this solution has been embraced by the EU as wall, due to some att itudes of 
member states which have not yet recognized Kosovo as an independent state. The 
use of the asterisk in the reference to the word Kosovo is: “this designation is without 
prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/1999 and the ICJ Opinion 
on the Kosovo declaration of independence”. While in the agreement which are reached 
between Kosovo and Serbia regarding the regional representation and cooperation 
(Agreed Conclusions, 2012), it is foreseen that this footnote or this denomination for 
Kosovo is used only in the framework of regional cooperation. Whereas, according 
to this agreement (Agreed Conclusions, 2012, P.10), the footnote will be used and 
will include meetings with EU institutions, as started in the context of the European 
agenda. So the EU, through according to the number of recognitions of Kosovo, EU 
counted 27 member states (without Croatia which became in 2013 as a member state 
of the EU) of which only fi ve member states refused to make is recognition. Also in 
the SAA for Kosovo it is said that the issue of its membership in the EU, or as it says: 
“… for the European perspective of Kosovo and rapprochement with the EU …” and the 
sentence reads: “… if this permits objective circumstances and in Kosovo meets the criteria 
…” (the SAA for Kosovo, P.3). This is a sentence used in some other parts, and always 
referring to the possibility if Kosovo advances in its participation in agreements with 
other candidate countries for member and advancement of other agreements, as 
well as representation in various international organizations. But what is the most 
important is the possible or not membership of Kosovo in the European Union, if 
its member states (fi ve of them) change or not their att itude. Except this, Kosovo 
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membership together with other countries in the region in the Western Balkans will 
also depend on EU enlargement priorities and policies. 

Full implementation of the SAA

Implementation of the SAA is other important element, not only for Kosovo, but 
for all countries that are part of the Stabilization and Association Process. Kosovo 
institutions for the implementation of the SAA have adopted the National Program 
for the implementation of the SAA, which was approved by the Kosovo Assembly on 
10 March 2016. This National Program is intended sett ing deadlines and responsible 
institutions, according to fi elds and responsibilities enforce or fulfi ll all obligations 
which arise as a result of the SAA, and according to Kosovo institutions this Program 
has been called the main national document for accession or Membership to EU. 
While the SAA is an agreement that is quite voluminous and which contains: a total of 
597 pages, with 144 articles and 10 titles (such as: Preamble; Article 1; Title I- General 
Principles; Title II- Political Dialogue; Title III- Regional Co-operation; Title IV- Free 
Movement of Goods; Title V- Establishment of Enterprises, Provision od Services and 
Capital Movement; Title VI- Approximation of Kosovo Legislation with EU Acquis, 
enforcement of legislation and competition rules; Title VII- Freedom, Security and 
Justice; Title VIII- Co-operation Policies; Title IX- Financial Cooperation; and Title X- 
Institutional, General and Financial Provisions)also with 7 annexes and 5 protocols. 
The full implementation of the SAA is the main challenge for Kosovo in the future, 
regardless of the issue with the footnote because this will be a test for local institutions 
and state-building in general. Although the SAA is a fundamental legal and political 
relationship on which also bilateral relations between the aspirant countries are 
created in this Kosovo case and the European Union until full membership (Reka, 
2010, 389) it nevertheless remains under the will of both parties. Under the SAA, 
the duration of this agreement is ten years with the possibility of extension and fi ve 
others. Nevertheless, full implementation does not guarantee a secure membership 
just as Croatia. In case of Kosovo due to some specifi cs, the objections of a part of the 
international community may continue, as are some members of the UN Security 
Council (Capussela, 2015, 121) and prevent it from advancing the European and 
international agenda. The SAA for Kosovo has also another specifi cation such as 
its possible suspension by the EU part (the SAA for Kosovo, Article 5, 38, 140). So 
if this agreement is analyzed with other countries in the region, a possibility of its 
suspension was not foreseen in the other agreement a in the case of Kosovo. 

Conclusions

Kosovo has begun delaying the EU accession process, and its full implementation 
would depend not only on fulfi lling the required criteria and reforms, but also from 
the existing internal circumstances, as well as the result of its aim towards further 
EU enlargement. Also, Kosovo will be the country that will infl uence the internal 
relations of member states within the EU, regarding the common foreign policy 
and enlargement. The European Union in is bosom only accepts states, known 
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states in international relations, such as their membership in various international 
organizations, like the UN as well as many other international organizations. But 
their general interest is recognition by all member states and obtaining the status of 
candidate country for membership so that it can be further accepted at the stage of 
full membership as a member state. 
Another factor is also the element “time” because the EU is currently in the 
inadequate moments of its internal policies towards enlargement or membership of 
new countries. Especially aft er the referendum held in Great Britain and its vote to 
get out of this union, as well as associating another element that of the rise of euro-
skepticism, which within recent member states has increased recently.
The position of EU member states related with the political status of Kosovo is a proof 
to shed realistic views of the common political stance of EU member states. However, 
their common policy is really the individual political stance of member states. 
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